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| INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is the most chronic and progressive neurologic disorder and affects an estimated 50 million individuals worldwide. One in 26 people will develop epilepsy within their lifetime. 1 Despite the development of numerous antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) over the past 20 years, which provide more options for clinicians and patients, current treatment regimens fail in up to 30% of patients. 2, 3 This increase in treatment options has prompted an interest in the efficacy of combination AED therapy to utilize drugs with differing pharmacologic properties.
Because most AEDs were generated by targeting neuronal inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms, the contribution of glial cells to the pathophysiology of epilepsy is increasingly being explored. 4 In addition, it is widely accepted that astrocyte dysfunction is a crucial player in epilepsy 5, 6 One potential new target is SXC, a glutamate/cystine antiporter primarily expressed on astrocytes, which has been implicated in several psychological and neurologic disorders. 7 SXC knockout mice were found to be less susceptible to seizure induction compared to wild types, and the increased threshold was attributed to a 40% reduction in extracellular hippocampal glutamate levels. 8 In addition to its role in glutamatergic signaling, SXC plays a major role in the cystine/cysteine cycle. SXC mediates the uptake of cystine into astrocytes, which is then reduced to cysteine and released to be taken up by neurons as the rate-limiting precursor for the synthesis of glutathione, a critical antioxidant. 9 The role of SXC, at the crossroads between excitatory signaling and managing oxidative stress, makes it an intriguing target for the treatment and prevention of acquired epilepsy. Sulfasalazine (SAS) is a US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drug for rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease. We previously showed that SAS decreased tumor-associated seizures in a mouse model of glioma. 10 In this model, glutamate release by glioblastoma cells, via SXC, induced peritumoral neuronal excitotoxicity and contributed to tumor-associated epilepsy. A subsequent pilot clinical study found that acute SAS treatment reduced extracellular glutamate levels by inhibiting SXC in patients with glioma. 11 Because the mechanisms of seizure development involve a complex interplay of aberrant neuronal network activity, 12 various in vitro pharmacologic models of hyperexcitability have been utilized to assess novel AEDs. Use of Mg 2+ -free artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) for in vitro electrophysiology removes the magnesium block from N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, resulting in neuronal hyperexcitability, as described previously. 13 As a γ-aminobutyric acid receptor A (GABA A ) antagonist, bicuculline (bic) simulates neuronal hyperexcitability by decreasing inhibition, whereas 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) reduces neuronal K + repolarization. Although all chemically induced models are valuable for studying seizure mechanisms, variations in models can affect end results.
In this study, we used whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of layer II/III pyramidal cells and voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging to evaluate the effect of SAS on three chemically induced in vitro models of hyperexcitability. Our findings indicate that SAS has significant effects on decreasing hyperexcitability at the cellular and network levels in all the pharmacologically induced models we tested. In addition, we provide evidence that concomitant use of topiramate (TPM), an AED used to treat generalized-onset tonic-clonic seizures, 14 and SAS results in additional antiepileptic effects, compared to the use of TPM alone. Based on these findings, we believe that further investigation of SXC and its modulation by SAS may allow us to unravel some of the complex, extrasynaptic processes associated with the pathogenesis of the potential for SAS or other compounds that selectively target SXC as an adjuvant treatment for epilepsy.
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| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Animals
Animals were housed and handled according to the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health Committee on Laboratory Animal Resources. Prior approval of the University of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee was obtained for all experimental protocols. All efforts were made to minimize pain. Experiments were performed using 4-to 6-week-old C57Bl6 mice.
| Slice preparation
Mice were anesthetized and decapitated and their brains were quickly removed and immersed in ice-cold cutting solution containing (in mmol/L): 135 N-methyl-d-glucamine (NMDG), 1.5 KCl, 1.5 KH 2 PO 4 , 23 mmol/L choline bicarbonate, 25 d-glucose, 0.5 mmol/L CaCl 2 , and 3.5 MgSO 4 (Sigma-Aldrich). Coronal brain slices (300 μm) were made and recovered for 40-60 minutes in oxygenated recording solution in mmol/L: 125 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 25 NaHCO 3 , 2 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO 4 , and 25 d-glucose at 32°C and maintained at room temperature before recordings.
| Whole-cell recordings
Individual brain slices were transferred to a recording chamber and continuously perfused (4 mL/min) with oxygenated recording solution. Whole-cell recordings were conducted using borosilicate glass capillaries (KG-33 glass, Garner Glass) and filled with internal solution containing (in mmol/L): 134 K-gluconate, 1 KCl, 10 HEPES, 2 mg-ATP; 0.2 Na-GTP and 0.5 ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA). The pH was set to 7.24 with KOH, and the osmolality was measured (∼290 mOsm/kg). All recordings were performed at 32 ± 1°C. Individual cells were visualized using a Zeiss Axioscope (Carl Zeiss) microscope equipped with Nomarski optics with a 40× waterimmersion objective lens. Tight seals were made using electrodes with a 3-5-MΩ open-tip resistance. Signals were acquired from layer II/III pyramidal cells with an Axopatch 1B amplifier (Molecular Devices), controlled by Clampex 10 software via a Digidata 1440 interface (Molecular Devices). To isolate GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs), slices were perfused with ACSF containing 20 μmol/L 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, Fisher), and 50 μmol/L D-(-)-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (APV, Sigma) and recorded at −70 mV. Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were obtained in the presence of bic (10 μmol/L; Sigma-Aldrich) to block GABA A receptors. N-methyl-daspartate (NMDA) receptor-mediated currents were isolated in the presence of bic and CNQX and recorded at −40 mV. AMPA receptor-mediated EPSCs were isolated at a holding potential of −70 mV in the presence of bic and APV. A twisted pair of Formvar-insulated nichrome wires was positioned in deeper cortical layer IV to evoke synaptic responses. Stimulation intensity was 20 −200 μA pulses for 50 μs at 0.05 Hz. Representative traces are averages of 10 consecutive responses. Responses were filtered at 5 kHz, digitized at 10-20 kHz, and analyzed off-line with Clampfit 10.0 software.
| Voltage-sensitive dye imaging
Optical recordings were conducted using the voltage-sensitive fluorescent dye N-[3-(triethylammonium)propyl]-4-[4-(p-diethylaminophenyl)butadienyl]pyridinium dibromide (RH 414). Individual slices were incubated with 30 μmol/L RH414 for at least 60 minutes, and then slices were transferred to a recording chamber on an Axiovert 135 TV (Zeiss) microscope. The microscope was equipped with NeuroPlex 464-element photodiode array (Red Shirt Imaging), as described previously. 15 A bipolar stimulating electrode placed in cortical layer IV was used to evoke activity, with stimulation intensities from 20 to 100 μA in amplitude and 100 μs in duration. Changes in fluorescence were detected by a hexagonal photodiode array containing 464 diodes (NeuroPlex, Red Shirt Imaging). Excitation of the dye was achieved with a stabilized power supply (Hewlett-Packard), a 100-W halogen lamp, and a 535 ± 40 nm filter. Fluorescent measurements were obtained by normalizing the resting light intensity for each diode. Dye bleaching corrections were done by acquiring measurements in the absence of stimulation. Optical signals are represented as change in fluorescence with stimulation divided by resting fluorescence (ΔF/F). The responses to three consecutive stimulations were averaged. RH 414 responds to membrane depolarization with a decrease in the fluorescence intensity. Optical signals were amplified and stored on a computer for later analysis. Pseudocolor images were generated to visualize spatiotemporal spread of activity.
| Drug application
All drugs were bath applied. SAS (Fisher) was dissolved in 0.1N NaOH solution to create a 10 mmol/L stock solution and used at 250 μmol/L. 4-AP (50 μmol/L), TPM (50 μmol/L), and levetiracetam (LEV) (100 μmol/L) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. S-4CPG (100 μmol/L) was purchased from Tocris. For VSD recordings, slices were exposed to bic (10 μmol/L), 4-AP, and Mg 2+ -free for at least 45 minutes before recordings. TPM, LEV, and SAS were incubated for 30 minutes before recordings. In co-application experiments, SAS was added in the presence of LEV and TPM.
| Statistics
Changes in evoked E/IPSCs were analyzed using Clampfit Software 10.0 (Molecular Devices). Paired Student's t test was used for means comparisons among the number and F I G U R E 1 SAS decreases synaptic responses in layer II/III pyramidal cells. A, Representative traces of eEPSCs of a layer II/III pyramidal cell in an acute cortical slice before (left), during a 10-min application of SAS (middle), and after a wash (right). B, Quantitative summary of the eEPSC amplitude before and in the presence of SAS. *** = significantly different than control, n = 9, P = 0.001. C, Representative traces eIPSCs of layer II/III pyramidal cells in an acute cortical slice before (left), during a 10-min application of SAS (middle), and after a wash (right). D, Quantitative summary of the eIPSC amplitude. ** = significantly different than control, n = 6, P = 0.003. E, Quantitative summary of τ slow and τ fast eIPSC decay kinetics before and in the presence of SAS. * = τ slow + SAS is significantly different from τ slow Control, n = 6, P = 0.03. (F, inset) Normalized eIPSC traces from control (ACSF) and SAS-treated slices. Representative traces of sEPSCs (G) and spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic currents (sIPSCs) (H) of layer II/III pyramidal cells in an acute slice before (left) and during SAS application (right). I, Cumulative probability plot and average values (inset) of sEPSC frequency and amplitude (J). K, Cumulative probability plot and average values (inset) of sIPSC frequency and amplitude (L) | 1369 ALCOREZA Et AL. duration of epileptiform events, and amplitude of currents in whole-cell recordings. A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA; varying conditions as between-subject factors and stimulation intensity as a repeated measure) and Tukey's post hoc tests were used for statistical comparison of VSD recordings. Statistics were generated and graphed using Origin 7.5 Pro software (Origin), with significance set at P < 0.05. Figures display box-and-whisker plots (minimum to maximum, median line) or histograms (mean ± standard error of mean). Values in the text report mean ± standard deviation.
| RESULTS
| Sulfasalazine decreases evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (eEPSCs)
We first examined the effects of SAS on eEPSCs using wholecell patch-clamp recordings of layer II/III pyramidal cells in the prefrontal cortex. Synaptic responses were elicited via intracortical stimulations 150-200 μm below the recording pipette. We isolated eEPSCs by recording in the presence of bic to block GABA A receptor-mediated currents and cells were held at −70 mV. Following baseline recordings, infusion of F I G U R E 2 SAS decreases NMDAR-mediated currents. A, Representative traces of isolated NMDAR-mediated currents before (left) and after application of SAS (right). B, Quantitative summary of isolated NMDA EPSCs before and after SAS application. *** = SAS application significantly different than bic + CNQX, n = 13, P < 0.001. C, Representative traces of isolated NMDAR-mediated currents (left), in the presence of S-4-CPG (middle), and during co-application of SAS (right). D, Quantitative summary of isolated NMDA EPSCs under control conditions, in the presence of S-4-CPG, and with co-application of S-4-CPG + SAS. ** = S-4-CPG application significantly different than bic + CNQX, n = 4, P = 0.004. # = S-4-CPG + SAS co-application significantly different than bic + CNQX, n = 4, P = 0.01. E, Representative traces of isolated AMPAR EPSCs (left) and response to SAS application (right). F, Time course experiment showing the effect of SAS on AMPA EPSCs amplitude. No significant change was detected (n = 8, P = 0.23) SAS for 10 minutes reversibly decreased eEPSC amplitude (control: 289.43 ± 130.20 -pA; SAS: 172.41 ± 91.61 -pA, P = 0.001, Figure 1A ,B).
| Sulfasalazine decreases evoked inhibitory postsynaptic currents (eIPSCs)
To investigate the effects of SAS on eIPSCs, we obtained whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in the presence of APV (20 μmol/L) and CNQX (10 μmol/L) to block ionotropic glutamate receptors. We found that bath application of SAS significantly decreased the eIPSC amplitude (control: 291.92 ± 139.82 pA; SAS: 98.40 ± 83.49 pA, P = 0.003, Figure 1C ,D). When the current decay of eIPSC was fit by a sum of two exponentials, we observed a significant increase in the decay kinetics of the τ slow response in the presence of SAS (control τ slow : 75.31 ± 48.19 msec; SAS τ slow : 241.30 ± 124.30 msec, P = 0.03, Figure 1E ,F). The τ fast response was not significantly altered by SAS (control τ fast : 10.18 ± 9.84; SAS τ fast : 23.96 ± 32.17 msec, P = 0.42, Figure 1E ,F). These effects appeared to be reversible as eIPSC amplitude partially recovered during a 10-minute wash ( Figure 1C , right). The prolongation of τ slow did not significantly affect the response area (control, 7591 ± 1642 pA* msec; SAS, 9858 ± 3124 pA* msec, P = 0.5).
To understand if SAS alters basal synaptic transmission, we compared the frequency and amplitude of sEPSCs and sIPSCs before and after application of SAS. Statistical analyses show significantly smaller sEPSC amplitudes (control: 18 ± 3 pA; SAS: 14 ± 2 pA, P = 0.02, Figure 1G ) and a decrease in the frequency (control: 4.1 ± 0.7 Hz; SAS: 2.7 ± 0.5 Hz, P = 0.02, Figure 1H ). For sIPSCs, we found a significant decrease in the frequency (control: 15 ± 2 pA; SAS: 9 ± 1.2 pA, P = 0.04, Figure 1G ) but no change in the amplitude (control: 31 ± 9 pA; SAS: 24 ± 5 pA, P = 0.5, Figure 1H ) in response to SAS.
| Sulfasalazine decreases NMDARmediated currents
We wanted to test the effect of SAS on NMDA and AMPA receptor-mediated transmission during an evoked synaptic event. At a holding potential of −40 mV and in the presence of bic and CNQX, to block GABA A -and AMPA receptor-mediated currents, respectively, the resulting NMDAR-mediated events were inward currents. Infusion of SAS resulted in a significant reduction in NMDA receptor-mediated currents (control: 97.93 ± 4.01 pA; SAS: 63.72 ± 21.01 pA, P < 0.001, Figure 2A ,B). We also tested the effect of another SXC inhibitor, S-4-CPG (100 μmol/L), which resulted in a similar significant reduction in NMDA receptor-mediated current amplitude as SAS (control: 101.10 ± 2.82 pA; S-4-CPG: 61.74 ± 8.51 pA, P = 0.004, Figure 2C,D) . Co-application of S-4-CPG and SAS did not result in further decrease of NMDA receptor-mediated current (S-4-CPG: 61.74 ± 8.51 pA; S-4-CPG+SAS: 64.74 ± 10.53 pA, P = 0.69, Figure 2C ,D). To examine the effects of SAS on AMPA receptor-mediated currents, we recorded eEPSCs in the presence of bic and APV (Figure 2E, left) , an NMDA-receptor antagonist. We did not observe a significant change in AMPA receptor-mediated eE-PSCs (control: 101.16 ± 9.63 pA; SAS 89.98 ± 21.48 pA, P = 0.23, Figure 2E,F) . These results indicate that SAS attenuates eEPSCs primarily via a reduction in NMDA receptor-mediated currents, supporting previous in vitro studies describing the NMDA antagonistic properties of SAS 16, 17 
| Sulfasalazine decreases Mg 2+ -freeinduced cortical network hyperexcitability
The principal objective of this study was to determine whether inhibition of SXC, via SAS, can be explored as a novel therapeutic target for the treatment of acquired epilepsies. To this end, we used the SXC inhibitor SAS to question whether SAS could modulate epileptiform activity in distinct pharmacologically induced hyperexcitability models. Bath application of SAS reduced the amplitude of Mg 2+ -free-induced epileptiform discharges but unveiled lower amplitudes and shorter interictal events ( Figure 3A) . Although the number of events did not significantly change with the addition of SAS (Mg 2+ -free: 25.83 ± 16.58; SAS: 36.33 ± 26.34, P = 0.48, Figure 3B left), SAS significantly reduced the duration of the elicited events (Mg 2+ -free: 4.13 ± 3.27 seconds; SAS: 0.55 ± 0.14 seconds, P = 0.04, Figure 3B right). Next, we assessed the effect of SAS on cortical network activity by using VSD recordings, which detects the spatiotemporal spread of neuronal network activity. 18, 19 In the presence of the VSD RH-414, epileptiform network activity was elicited by intracortical stimulation in layer IV in cortical slices. Removal of Mg 2+ from the recording solution causes an increase in the spread of VSD response. An example of Mg 2+ -free-induced spatial dynamics of the VSD response is shown in Figure 3C (left). Each panel shows the spatial distribution and amplitude of dye signals at a given time point. Application of SAS for 30 minutes significantly decreased the peak amplitude ( Figure 3C ,D, P < 0.001) and the spread of the VSD signals ( Figure 3C ,D, P < 0.001) of Mg 2+ -free-induced cortical network activity.
| Sulfasalazine decreases bic-induced epileptiform activity and completely blocked 4-AP-induced network hyperexcitability
Because SAS can act as a noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonist 17 we wanted to evaluate the efficacy of SAS on other models of hyperexcitability. To test this, GABA A receptor-mediated inhibition was blocked by the addition of bic to the perfusate, greatly enhancing the duration and lateral spread of the VSD signals, which is reflective of network hyperexcitability. In VSD recordings, application of SAS significantly decreased the peak amplitude ( Figure 4A ,B, P < 0.001) and spread ( Figure 4A ,B, P < 0.001) of bic-induced network hyperactivity. On the other hand, in whole-cell recordings, SAS did not change the number of epileptiform discharges (bic: 13.14 ± 7.67; SAS: 13.43 ± 7.52, P = 0.85, Figure 4C ,D), but did significantly reduce the duration of the events (bic: 2.21 ± 1.86 seconds; SAS 0.82 ± 1.00 seconds, P = 0.01, Figure 4C ,D). Next, we tested the effects of SAS on epileptiform activity induced by application of 4-AP, which blocks voltage-activated K + channels. In VSD recordings, 4-AP augmented the spatiotemporal spread of activity across the cortex. SAS significantly reduced the peak amplitude, indicated by the decrease in warmer colors ( Figure 5A ,B, P < 0.001), and responses were restricted to the vicinity of the stimulation ( Figure 5A ,B, P < 0.001). In whole-cell recordings, 4-AP induced events that were completely blocked by SAS (4-AP: 93 ± 66.62; SAS: 0.5 ± 0.84, P = 0.02, Figure 5C ,D) at the end of the recording. The duration of the few remaining events F I G U R E 3 Effects of SAS on Mg 2+ -free-induced epileptiform activity and VSD imaging network response. A, Representative traces of whole-cell patch clamp recordings depicting a decrease in Mg 2+ -free-induced ictal events with SAS, but not interictal events. B, Quantitative summary of the number (left) (n = 6, P = 0.48) and duration (right) of epileptiform events detected in whole-cell patch clamp recordings. * = SAS application significantly different than Mg 2+ -free, n = 6, P = 0.04. C, Representative optical recordings depicting the spatiotemporal spread of activity evoked in cortical slices in Mg 2+ -free perfusate (left) and 30 min after the application of SAS (right). The pseudocolor images and dye signals depict a decrease in the large spread in VSD signal in the presence of SAS. D, Quantitative summary of the amplitude (left) and spread (right) of Mg 2+ -free-induced VSD signals. SAS application significantly decreased the response amplitude and number of diodes activated between Mg 2+ -free and Mg 2+ -free + SAS, n = 6, P < 0.001. In addition, significant condition-by-stimulation intensity interactions between Mg 2+ -free and Mg 2+ -free + SAS means were also found. * = P = 0.01 ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001 significantly decreased (4-AP: 2.16 ± 1.00 seconds; SAS: 0.14 ± 0.22 seconds, P = 0.005, Figure 5C ,D) before being blocked at the end of the recording. Together these findings suggest that SAS can decrease the spread of epileptiform activity induced by different pharmacologic agents, with distinct mechanism of action.
| The effect of co-application of SAS and
AEDs on cortical network activity
Because polypharmacy is used increasingly in the management of intractable epilepsy, we examined whether coapplication of a clinically approved AED and SAS would result in synergistic antiepileptic effects compared to the AED alone. In VSD recordings, bath infusion of LEV to 4-AP-induced network activity ( Figure 6A , left and middle) resulted in a significant decrease in peak amplitude ( Figure 6A,B , P < 0.001) and spread ( Figure 6A,B , P < 0.001) of network activity, yet co-application of SAS with LEV ( Figure 6A , right) did not result in a significant change in amplitude peak ( Figure 6A,B , P > 0.05) or spread ( Figure 6A Altogether, our results indicate that SAS significantly reduces the spatiotemporal spread of cortical network activity in all three hyperexcitability models. In addition, F I G U R E 6 Comparison of VSD signals in response to co-application of AEDs and SAS. A, Spatiotemporal patterns of activity evoked in the upper cortical layers in 4-AP (left), after application of LEV (middle) and after co-application with SAS (right). B, Quantitative summary of the amplitude and spread of 4-AP-mediated VSD signal in the presence of LEV and LEV + SAS (n = 9). A significant decrease was found in the response amplitude and number of diodes activated between the different conditions (4-AP, 4-AP + LEV, 4-AP + LEV + SAS). P < 0.001. Significant condition-by-stimulation intensity interactions in the means of the response amplitude and number of diodes activated between 4-AP and 4-AP + LEV, and 4-AP and 4-AP + LEV + SAS, were also found. *** = P < 0.001. No significant difference was found between LEV and co-application of LEV + SAS. C, Network activity evoked in cortical layer II/III in Mg 2+ -free ACSF (left), after application of LEV (middle) and following co-application of SAS (right). D, Summary bar graphs of the amplitude and spread of Mg 2+ -free epileptiform activity in the presence of LEV and LEV + SAS (n = 9). A significant decrease in the response amplitude and number of diodes activated between the different conditions (Mg 2+ -free, Mg 2+ -free + LEV, Mg 2+ -free + LEV + SAS). P < 0.001. Significant condition-by-stimulation intensity interactions in the means of the response amplitude and number of diodes activated between Mg 2+ -free and Mg 2+ -free + LEV, and Mg 2+ -free and Mg 2+ -free + LEV + SAS were also found. *** = P < 0.001. No significant difference was found between LEV and co-application of LEV + SAS. E, Spatiotemporal patterns of activity evoked in 4-AP (left), after application of TPM (middle) and after co-application of SAS (right). F, Summary bar graphs of the amplitude and spread of 4-AP-mediated epileptiform activity in the presence of TPM and TPM + SAS (n = 7). Significant decreases were found in the response amplitude and number of diodes activated between the different conditions (4-AP, 4-AP + TPM, 4-AP + TPM + SAS). P < 0.001. Significant condition-by-stimulation intensity interactions in the means of response amplitudes at stimulation intensities of 20, 80, and 100 μAs between 4-AP and 4-AP + TPM were also found. @ = P < 0.05, @@ = P = 0.002. Interactions in amplitude response between 4-AP and 4-AP + TPM + SAS were significant at all stimulation intensities, *** = P < 0.001. No significant interaction was found between 4-AP + TPM and 4-AP + TPM + SAS response amplitudes. Significant condition-by-stimulation intensity interactions were found in the number of diodes activated between 4-AP and 4-AP + TPM, and 4-AP and 4-AP + LEV + SAS, *** = P < 0.001. In addition, significant interactions between the number of diodes activated in 4-AP + TPM and 4-AP + TPM + SAS were found at all stimulation intensities, # = P < 0.05, ## = P < 0.01
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| DISCUSSION
Recent studies demonstrate that SAS is involved in modulating glutamate levels. We found that SAS modulates both evoked excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents. We also show that SAS can decrease network hyperexcitability in three pharmacologically induced models. Furthermore, SAS is more efficacious in inhibiting 4-AP-induced network activity compared to the currently prescribed AED TPM.
We first used patch-clamp recordings to explore the effect of SAS on evoked EPSCs in layer II/III pyramidal neurons and observed that SAS (as well as S-4CPG) decreased EPSC amplitude via a reduction in NMDAR-mediated currents. These results support previous in vitro studies that sought to characterize the NMDA antagonistic properties of SAS. 16, 17 Our results show that SAS decreased both the amplitude and frequency of sEPSCs, which suggests that it could be acting via both pre-and postsynaptic mechanisms. Surprisingly we found that although SAS decreased the amplitude of eIPSCs, it significantly prolonged the τ slow . The increase in the τ slow could have a significant inhibitory effect by prolonging inhibitory currents, but also questions the possible effect of SAS on GABA-uptake mechanisms. More studies are needed to better understand the effects of SAS on inhibition.
The objective of this study is to elucidate the global effects of SAS-mediated inhibition of SXC in distinct models of hyperexcitability, as a proxy for the hyperexcitable brain microenvironment in patients with epilepsy. We used acute cortical slices from C7Bl6 mice bathed in Mg 2+ -free, bic or 4-AP-containing ACSF to simulate cortical network hyperexcitability. Under these conditions, we found that SAS significantly reduced the amplitude and spread of evoked epileptiform activity in all hyperexcitability models tested. Notably, we observed that in VSD recordings SAS reduced the optical response in both Mg 2+ -free and bic-containing ACSF, but SAS did not reduce the number of epileptiform events in whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. Instead, SAS decreased the duration of the epileptiform events in all the models tested. The latter is similar to the effect of AEDs on 4-AP--induced epileptiform activity, where ictal events but not interictal events were abolished. 20, 21 As reported by D'Antuono et al (2010), epileptiform discharges induced by 4-AP in the entorhinal cortex were sensitive to carbamazepine and TPM, by blocking ictal events but not interictal. However, in our study, SAS surprisingly completely blocked all 4-AP-induced epileptiform activity in the prefrontal cortex. This was observed at the single cell level, where application of SAS first caused a decrease in the duration of epileptiform events and later completely blocked epileptiform events, and also at the network level by significantly decreasing VSD optical signals. In the presence of bic-induced epileptiform events, SAS decreased the spread of the VSD optical signal but not the number of epileptiform events in whole-cell recordings. During these experiments, we observed either an increase or no change in the number of events, but there was a consistent decrease in the duration of the events in all experiments. When hyperexcitability was induced by Mg 2+ -free solution, the spread and duration of VSD optical signal was decreased. Under the same conditions, in whole-cell recordings, SAS significantly decreased the duration of epileptiform events and increased the number of events, supporting previous findings of blocking ictal but not interictal events. 10 Differential changes in the parameters of epileptiform activity have been described in the entorhinal cortex of kainate-treated rats in response to several AEDs. 22 The findings from these experiments validate the ability of SAS to decrease hyperexcitability induced by different mechanisms.
Based on the significant effect of SAS on 4-AP-induced epileptiform events, we questioned how it compares to currently prescribed AEDs. We found that LEV significantly decreased the spread and duration of both 4-AP-and Mg 2+free-induced VSD optical signal and co-application of SAS did not significantly affect the small remaining VSD optical signal. However, we found that although TPM partially decreased the spread and duration of VSD optical signal induced by 4-AP, it was to a lesser degree compared to the inhibition by LEV. When SAS was later co-applied with TPM, it caused a significant decrease in the remaining VSD optical signal. It is worth noting that in the present study a single drug concentration of SAS and AEDs was chosen based on previous studies, and a more rigorous pharmacologic study would be necessary to fully compare the efficacy of SAS to AEDs.
Although it is estimated that one in 26 people develop epilepsy within their lifetime, 23 current AEDs are not effective for a third of affected patients. 24 This unmet need has led to the development of 17 clinically approved AEDs in the last 30 years. 25 The rise in the number of clinically available AEDs resulted in the use of polytherapy to address drug-resistant epilepsies. However, the efficacy of polytherapy has been debated as different studies have demonstrated mixed results. [26] [27] [28] One possible explanation for the limited efficacy of polytherapy in drug-resistant epilepsies may be due to current AEDs targeting primarily neuronal processes. As more evidence regarding the contributions of glial processes in epileptogenesis continues to become unveiled [29] [30] [31] [32] the prospect of novel, nonneuronal targets involved in seizure generation and epileptogenesis is encouraging. Given that increased SXC expression has been found in human epileptic tissue ,33 and the strong link between aberrant SXC expression in tumor-associated epilepsy, further studies on SXC as a target for acquired epilepsy are warranted. SXC's inhibition by SAS provides a novel, nonneuronal treatment modality for decreasing release of excitatory glutamate in the brain.
Based on our findings, we propose that SAS inhibits SXC primarily on astrocytes to cause a decrease in ambient, extracellular glutamate concentrations, which results in decreased activity of extrasynaptic NMDARs, leading to suppression of slow-transient currents. Pharmacologic inhibition of SXC in rats reduces extracellular glutamate by 60% 34 and genetic knock-out of SXC in mice and drosophila results in a significant decrease in extracellular glutamate 8, 35 More studies are required to determine specific changes on glutathione.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that SAS can decrease three pharmacologically induced models of cortical network hyperexcitability. Finally, SAS was more efficacious in decreasing the spread and duration of 4-AP-induced VSD optical response compared to the currently prescribed AED TPM, suggesting that it could be explored as a potential adjuvant treatment for seizures.
